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Rani St. Elevate your self-confidence by defining your individual style and becoming obvious on how
you wish to be seen in the globe. Pucchi explains simple methods on how to dress your body in a
way that will enhance your best resources and camouflage areas that you are feeling
uncomfortable about or come across lacking in any way. Learn an easy process to determine what
colours flatter you most and which ones to part with, so that you may look even more interesting,
more assured and in charge. Embrace your own exclusive personality and shine together with your
body, and your own design. Receive smart shopping ideas, learn the need for investing in the right
lingerie, immerse yourself in simple style advice for your body type and even more …
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and opens the door to focusing on how you and your individual body type can look the very best!
An ideal gift for teens Finally a book for folks that aren’t just in the fashion industry. She tells the
secrets, gives ideas, and opens the door to understanding how you and your individual body type
can look the very best!. Inspiring! What a Gift! Then you have to buy a duplicate of Your Body, Your
Style by Rani St. Rani and her book are just that! It's full of tips and details for my flawlessly
imperfect body. After a conversation of body styles, she shares dos and don'ts for each shape,
dressing for your actual age, the importance of correct fitting undergarments, what and how exactly
to pack, how exactly to organize your closet, defining your individual style, and more. Many thanks,
Rani! Valuable practical tool -- with soulful perspectives that may free you Don't miss the invaluable
suggestions that's in this book! What an excellent go-to present for my girlfriends. Great information
for all body types all in one place Great info for all body types all in a single place. Pucchi. Pucchi
shares the defining second that changed her lifestyle permanently and credits her parents for
presenting her to the world that could become her destiny. Would love to have a long conversation
with this writer. It's not just a book, but the gift of confidence. What I love about any of it is that the
author comes to the topic (that plagues therefore many) with her style expertise and background,
practical advice - and an open center. Rani St. Pucchi's message at the core, is to greatly help her
readers overcome what can limit them - just what a gift! Love it! An ideal gift for teens, a college
graduation present and for those looking for their own chic design.......our teachers and schools
need this...I believe that all women, all teenagers, everyone, should hear this message! Your
message is actually profound and needed in our culture today, I envision your words changing the
landscape of how we see ourselves!...RECOMMEND! Wonderful information This book provides
clear guide to dressing no matter what your body shape.Highly recommended! I love this book. Five
Stars Beautiful. Rather than lamenting, I could confidently wear the classic styles flatter me even
more - fitted on the waist and a v-throat! My daughter needs this. Smart, super valuable details. on
dressing to find the best YOU! Great gift reserve! Helpful, Quick Fashion Tips to produce a
Difference Looking for some helpful, quick fashion advice to make an instantaneous difference in
choosing the right colors, prints, and designs for your body? Every woman needs that honest
girlfriend whose guidance we can trust when shopping, but who maintains our self-esteem in the
process. Shapes, colours, taking advantage of each piece to packing and arranging the closet,
St.Award-winning couture designer Rani St. Pucchi shares years of encounter in this informative
information that you'll be able to implement without very much effort. She helped me by explicitly
listing the dos and donts of design for MY particular body.St. Pucchi helps you discover and define
your look. What a great present for me personally. Perhaps my favorite section of the book--other
than the color photos of her work--can be the 101 styling suggestions.When I produce my annual
springtime/summer changeover I'll be implementing some of the more time-consuming changes, like
installation of all my clothes by color and finding out which colors work best for my complexion. I've
hardly ever really been into style or thought much about personal style, however your Body, YOUR
LOOK by Rani St. Pucchi provides definitely piqued my interest. I see a new, more fashionable me
right around the corner. A real inspiration for tackling how exactly to look great!We received a copy
of this book from the author. This review contains my honest opinions, which I have not been
compensated for at all. I've spent time in the fashion industry myself and ... I've spent time in the
fashion industry myself and I must say, Rani St. Pucchi's book is really as amazing as her designs.
Every single day we find multiple images of "a photoshopped size zero" when the common size
females in the usa is 14. As females we need to stop hiding and begin claiming and Your Body
Your Style may be the first step! Truly Profound.... MANY THANKS Rani St. Pucchi!. So powerful,
such a connection and what an incredible difference you can make in the globe as your message



is usually shared and resided. She helped me by . This book is gold! I believe that all women, all
teenagers, all people, should hear your message! I've seen Rani at many business conferences and
she usually remarks on my clothing generally purchased in thrift shops.. St Pucchi is a gem! Within
a time I had began make changes that caused positive results. I used to think that my body was a
problem. I'm disappointed with the existing bulking trends, and flowing blouses that I want I possibly
could wear. Class take action.. A huge compliment coming from this accomplished designer. St
Pucchi is a gem!
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